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Projects Questions and Intentions

Is the recent growth in the availability of organic 
products a result of market demand or social/
environmental concern?

How does shopping in a structured space  
compare with in an organic space?



Projects Questions and Intentions

When and where do consumers feel more  
connected to the producer? 

How can design be used to honestly connect the 
consumer and producer without exploitation?



2 The Project’s Place  
In Art and Design



The Project’s Place in Art & Design

Package design that connects a product to  
social concern is void of any real responsibility  
because of the exchange of money.

Barham, E. “Towards a Theory of Values-Based Labeling.” Agriculture and Human Values 19.4  
(2002): 349-60.



Consumers feel a sense of comfort when faced 
with organic certification labels.

Grunert, Klaus G. “Current Issues in the Understanding of Consumer Food Choice.” Trends in Food 
Science & Technology 13.8 (2002): 275-85.

The Project’s Place in Art & Design



The Project’s Place in Art & Design

This trust in labeling, combined with clever  
marketing leads to consumer exploitation.

McCluskey, J. “A Game Theoretic Approach to Organic Foods: An Analysis of Asymmetric Information 
and Policy.” Agricultural and Resource Economics Review 29.1 (2000): 1-9.
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What Evidence Needs to be Collected?

Continuous monitoring of an individual in  
an unstructured space, such as a farmers market. 

Conduct interviews with people living in  
neighborhoods devoid of organic or natural  
food stores.  

Research of design strategies being developed to 
enrich, instead of exploit, the organic sector.  



What Evidence Needs to be Collected?

 



What Evidence Needs to be Collected?

Use snowball sampling/referrals to conduct  
interview with (get this) farmers!



What Evidence Needs to be Collected?

More interviews with local/organic grocers.



What Evidence Needs to be Collected?

Project Schedule
 January 2009
  �Conduct secondary research to discern USDA certification  

process for manufacturers and farmers
   Attend the Midwest Organic Production and  

Marketing Conference
   Develop list of potential research candidates for fieldwork

 February 2009
  Contact research participants gleaned from the conference 
  Set up interviews 
   Determine which method of documentation would be most suitable for each partici-

pant to maximize its impact on my research

 March-May 2009
   Travel to small farms around the Midwest to conduct observations and interviews
  Distribute material for self-documentations and continuous monitoring

 June 2009
  Sort and analyze data gathered from secondary research

 July 2009
  Present and publish work



What Evidence Needs to be Collected?

Project Budget 
Travel
 Midwest Organic Production and Marketing Conference
 $850 Including 2 day conference registration, food, and lodging
 
 Travel to 4 farms around the Midwest
 $400 Including lodging and bus/train tickets

 Travel throughout Chicago to conduct observations and interviews
 $150 for CTA pass and other transportation needs

Materials
  Post its, markers, paper, printers, cartridges, and other production supplies
 $300

  Video cameras and digital cameras for self-documentations and interviews
  $1,000
 



4 My Qualifications to do 
This Research



My Qualifications to do this Project

The garden.



My Qualifications to do this Project

Ability to turn a bunch of dense numbers into a 
lovely and easily understood chart!

Chicago

Distance Food Travels Farmer’s Market

Green Grocer

Trader Joe’s

Jewel

Midwest U.S.

Location/Convenience
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My Qualifications to do this Project

Concern for the environment



Contributions to  
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Contributions to Art & Design

Contribute to design at the service of  
the people.

Provide clear and truthful information in the ex-
change of goods.

Create more meaningful connections  
between people and that which they produce  
and consume.




